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How did post-World War II German intellec‐

miasma--a deadly cloud that infiltrates the body

tuals, artists, and filmmakers deal with a nation

and the mind. Wilhelm Hoffman blamed the un‐

ravaged by war? How did they explain how Ger‐

healthy environment of German cities as provid‐

many had turned into a moral pariah after its

ing fertile ground for the growth of the "germ" of

rapid descent into the pits of humanity? Jennifer

fascism. Wolfgang Staudte, in his 1946 screenplay

M. Kapzynski traces the history of the many liter‐

The Murderers are Among Us, portrayed fascism

ary and artistic figures who contributed to the

as a plague.

postwar debate about the state of the German na‐
tion. She provides an extensive description of lit‐
erary and artistic productions that all speak to the
theme of Germans as patients, Germany as ill, and
Nazism as a disease.

The post-1945 "turn" to disease and illness as
a means of reflecting on National Socialism then
gave way to a focus on German recovery and
health during the political reconstruction of East
and West Germany in the 1950s. At that time, both

Two conceptual paradigms addressed Ger‐

states' aim was to reconfigure Germans as healthy

many's fall from grace after Word War II: the dis‐

citizens, thereby turning them either into produc‐

course of guilt and the discourse of disease. Ac‐

tive socialist East Germans or democratic and po‐

cordingly, Germans not only had to come to terms

litically engaged West Germans.[1] Although

with their guilt and their past atrocities, but it was

biopolitical notions of the diseased German na‐

also their diseased state of mind, predisposing

tion faded from dominant public discourses, they

them to the Nazi ideology, that had to be healed.

have continued to resurface in literary and cine‐

Kapzynski examines a multitude of authors who

matic treatments of the (previously taboo) subject

used metaphors of health and disease to discuss

of the suffering of German citizens during World

German society. For instance, Karl Japers viewed

War II.

National Socialism as a bacteria, and fascism as a
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Kapzynski points out that ruminations about

cultural gaze and criticism.[3] Moreover, the dis‐

the postwar health of the German nation is not

course on Germany's various ills also served to

unique in the history of thought. Rather, such re‐

cloud the concrete social and political circum‐

flections are part of a Western tradition that has

stances that enabled the murderous policies of the

long linked deleterious health effects to societal

Nazi regime. Unfortunately, Kapczynski's concep‐

processes, including treatises on the negative

tual framework as laid out in the introductory

health impact of modernization, industrialization,

chapter gets increasingly lost in the subsequent

and the two world wars. Notions of a healthy

exhaustive descriptions of story lines of films and

biopolitics were also part of German political

books. A tighter organizational structure of the in‐

thought during the Weimar Republic and National

dividual chapters and the book as a whole would

Socialism. By showing the continuity of discourses

have helped crystallize her arguments.

about healthy body politics, Kapzynski contrib‐

Historians and social scientists may also at

utes to a strand of literature that speaks to the so‐

times wonder about Kapczynski's reliance on pri‐

cial, cultural, and political linkages--rather than

marily published sources such as books, newspa‐

ruptures--between the Weimar, Nazi, and postwar

per articles, and films. How can such "official"

eras. While she does point to a long history of the

sources provide insight into what the author

use of biopolitical health metaphors to reflect on

writes about, the intellectual aims and intentions

society, she does not historically situate and ex‐

of intellectuals? Historians have long pointed to

plain why psychological discourses and corporal

vast discrepancies between official and unofficial

metaphors turned into such dominant explanato‐

versions of history that can only be gleaned from

ry tools in the postwar era. Although numerous

various published, archival, and oral history

historical treatises by Ellen Herman, Carl Degler,

sources. There are also various historically in‐

and others have traced the post-1945 ascent of the

triguing details that are only mentioned in pass‐

"psy" sciences, a detailed account of the populari‐

ing that will nevertheless prick any historian's cu‐

ty of psychological accounting practices and cor‐

riosity. For instance, Kapczynski mentions that the

poral metaphors in postwar Germany still re‐

Allied occupation forces were interested in using

mains to be done.[2]

films in an attempt to cure the diseased German

The book's introduction sets out a range of ex‐

mind, but how, why, and to what effect the Allies

cellent analytical points, such as the link between

implemented certain cultural policies remains un‐

politics and dominant discourses about health

clear. Nonetheless, for readers interested in a

and disease. Kapczynski points out that both pro‐

comprehensive review of how German literature

gressives and conservatives have, at different

and film after World War II spoke to the ills of

times, adopted the language of disease to reflect

German society, this book will provide an invalu‐

on societal processes. However, the causes that

able resource.

critics singled out as responsible for Germany's
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